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A STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
In-service training is a tenn used to define the training of per
sonnel after they are em.ployed in a school setting.

Most schools are

incorporating programs of in-service trainin� for their staff members.
school staff 'Which

'is

A

aware of the guidance process will know tl:iat many

individuals work together:

They share their knowledge and abilities to

help pupils with their problems and with the development of their poten
tia,lities.

Guidance

is

a continuous process

and, therefore, school per

sonnel must be alert to ways in which they can' improve them.selves and their
.

'

school to have a more effective guidance program�

Threugh in-service

trailiing, an administrator can foster the growth of his faculty tOward the
guidance viewpoint.
Much has been written about in-service training for teachers in
guidance but no one has defined what the program should be except in
.fragmented .form.

1.

It is the purpose of this paper

To bring together a suggested program for in-service
training in the field of guidance.

2.

To present some objectives for an in-service guidance
training program.

3.

To show the need of in-service training 'in the area
of guidance.

4.

To indicate how an in-service guidance training program
could be organized.

5.'

To suggest activities which would be appropriate for an
in-service guidance training progrmu.

6.

To recommend some evaluative criteria for an in-service
guidance training program.

CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSES OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING IN GUIDANCE

In-service training must be carefully planned and definite aims
set up to insure success of the program�

Some objectives 0£ in-service

training as taken from various sources and the author's research are:
l.

To show the relation 0£ guidance goals and services to
the tot al school program.

2.

To show how guidance can help in evaluating and improving
the educational program.

3.

To assist in the growth 0£ the school star£ through a
better understanding or the guidance philosophy.

4.

To provide a co-operative activity whereby all members
0£ the sphool staff can w.ork toward a commo
1
.

, '

5.
6.

11

n

goal..

4

� --

To provide new insig hts into pupil understanding •
. .,

To provide opportunities by which skills in·using up-to-date
·
e catio� tools and techniques can be developed.I
.

.

'

'

�u

. �

7.

To utilize the competence 0£ individual scho�� personnel.2

8.

To p��vide depth experiences in guid:an�e practices.3
:1-,

lJ. Lloyd.
and Dorsey Baynham, Guide j& Better Schools and Co., 1961), p. 53.
Focus .2!! Clla,nge .(Chicago: Rand

�P

McNally

·

.
2
-,Ibid.
t
p. 9.
'
�!
.

.

.

(

�Ra3JllonQ.,N.

Guidance''Services
1958), p. 320.

Hatch and Buford Stefi'lre, Administration of

(Englewood Cliffs,

N.

J�:

Prentice-Hall, iiic.,

9.
10.

To help the school staff meet proba·Em.s and plan wisely.
To encourag� the

individual

staff m$Dber to set new

goals _for himself .l
11.

:<:

�

;

To promote better communication between the administrators
'

I

'

and the staff, between staff members, and between· the
�.
·.

.

:

�

•'
'

'

school and the comm.unity.
12.

To continue where professional· training of school
personnel terminated.

13.

To provide a ·pl�ed program for teacher development.

lEdgar G. Johnston� Mildred Peters, and William Evraiff,
The Role· of the Teacher in ·Guidance (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. i
Prentice�Ha"u, Inc., 1959", p. 25g.
·

.

.

CHAPTER II
A

NEED FOR

IN-SERVICE TRAINING IN GUIDANCE

Before an in-service training program can·be started it.must have
i

the backing or the school staff.
'

The basis for starting a program

would be the teachers seeing a ne�d for such training.
interest and promotion,
it. begins.

an

Without teach�r

in-service program is doomed to failure before

In order to improve teaching practices, the staff must be

stimulated toward professional growth.
Educational programs are constantJ.y being evaluated and
ideas

and

improvemen:ts are being incorporated.

new

When attempts are made

to .improve schools, a criticaJ. study of existing practices must be made

to provide a sound basis for further planning.
The educational philosophy o:£ the school is constantly changing.
With democracy as the mold, we wish to build strong. individuals.

Each

teacher should:have a thorough understanding of his children ana gather
as much inf orma.tion about bis pupils as possible, so that instruction

will be suited to their levels.

As students a.re encouraged to become more'.

self'-directive, their need for understanding themselves becomes more evident.
The guidance philosophy' of the school is a. part of the total
educational program, and·this guidance viewpoint permeates a good
school program.

Guidance practices of the elementary, junior high

school, and high school should complement each other.l

The pupils,

lAnna R. Meeks, "Guidance in the Elementary Schook,11 N.E,A.
Journal, (March, 1962), P, 32�

school staff, and communit�:tshould have a thorough lmowledge of the
guidance services available.
The school' is a significant part of the community.

How the

comm:unity views the school and how the school views the community

is of

utm.o�t importance.

Staff members should know well, and

'

develop a keen interest in the community of which they are a part.
fhey can·do much to promote good public relations.
We live in a changing society and the problems af the society

affect the children ·we teach.
confronted

by

The patterns of human life leave us

problems, same of which we may need help in solving.

Every child is an individual· and his environmental background is
It ·is quite obvious that each child would then· present

unique.

new problems to the school setting.

Many need information

concerning the society af which they are a part.

As this society

becomes m�re complex, the need f.or information about that society
becomes more acute.

Guidance training for school personnel is

needed so that the best job pcz>ssible is done with all children
contact�d·

Staff members must keep up-to-da�e

in order to cope

with personal and group problems or the age and culture�l
Guidance should serve all students including the exceptional
The aim of guidancef'or each child

child.
to the

maximum of

his ability.

is to

strive and develop

Through gui�ce we hope to create

a desire in the child to succeed.

All students do not relate in

the same way, so the organization of the guidance program must be
flexible.
problem.

Guidance uses many approaches to the student and his
Sametimes group methods are adequate and at other times

lTrump and

Baynh8m, �. �. �

p. ll.

6
individual counseling is necessary.

Other helping agencies should

be cal.led upon to help if needed.
Students should be motivated to develop their specialized
talents to the fuJJ.est.

As schools attempt to improve their

educational programs, individualized planning by pupils emerges as a
necessary part of educational. objectives.

As the scho o� curriculum

expands, the need for careful choices becomes more important.l
In order for students to be able to meet their problems and

to plan wisely, teachers must set a good example.·
all staff members must develcap

an

This means that

intelligent approach to guidance.

"Good teachers everywhere have always done some of the things
an

organized program of guidance services.;112

In most school sys.tems

few, if' any, of the teachers have had any

�ich

are a p art of

formal training in the field of guidance.

Hence, the in-service

training program is an ideal spot for them to further-their growth
and development in the guidance sld1ls.

This participation of

staff members should raise their professional level and in turn
fos ter their activities in the school program.3
We can logically assume that students at some time will seek
help with problems that confront them.

To whom will they turn?,

At the present time the supply of trained counselors is short, so
teachers will be called upon to assist these children.

naood

1�1 Guidance in the Intermediate School 11 , (Fairfax; Va. :
Department of Instrtiction, Fairfax County Schoqls, Sept. 1960), p. ).

2s. A.
( filoomington,

Hamrin, ··Initiating !ml Administering Guidance ·Services
lll.: McKnight and McKnight Pub. Co., 19 53), p. i.

JHatch and Stefflre, �. ill· , p.

318.

/

7
guidance procedures do not emerge as a result of chance. 111

All

staff members have a.direct responsibility to co-operate in any
way possible to help the school provide a good program.

Every member

or the school staff is directly or indirectly responsible for pupil
welf'are.2
"For a guidance program t o work effectively it must be a
co-operative effort, every person with whom the child has any
association must be cognizant of the possibilities of guidance
services.

The teacher must certainly have a lmowledge of the

entire program. 11 3
guidance worker •

.·

The teacher is considered by many to be the key
Many teachers are unsure of themselves in the

field of guidance as it is a new role for them to play.

As all

people are cautious or new things, teachers should not be pushed
into a program but instead encouraged to participate.

Desire for

professional improvement has to come from within the individual.
Both the guidance specialist and the classroom teacher can
contribute to the program.

Quali.fications of all staff members

should be evaluated to see what they have to offer ·which would aid
guidance in the school.

I! staff members are lacking in the basic

competencies needed for good guidance, the in-service training
program would be an ideal place to supplement their training.
Staff members need to lmow more about guidance services and
what they do.. Early in the year they should acquaint themselves

(New

lClif'ford E. Erickson, A Basic Text i"or.·Guidance Workers
York: Prentice-Hall Inc. ';' 1947),�o.
·

2tester E>. Crow and Alice Crow, An Introduction to Guidance
(New York: .American Book Co., 1960), p:-1 0.

3Hamrin, -loo. cit., p. 5.

·

8
with the guidance services of the school.

Teachers need to be

linked with the g uidance services and not look at them as something
removed from the classroom and untouchable.

Teachers should feel

that they are'important in the functioning of the guidance·program.
Unless the administrator fully backs the guidance program. it

will not progress.

The administrator should have a thorough

knowl�dge of guidance practices and wholehearteQly participate in
the

program.

So that each staff member can play his role better, the

administrator must show that an in-service training program would be
of value.

The administrative responsibility is to initiate the in-

service program. and provide adequate leadership for such a program..
The administrator should co-operate in any way possible to make the
in-service training program. a success.

He is responsible for f acili.ties,
·

equi:Pment, scheduling, and financing such a program.
The atmosphere of the school should be such that teachers would
want to participate in a program designed for their improvement.
Administrators should not force an in-service guidance training program
because it is only natural that teachers would be antagonistic against
.
"' "

such a procedure.

Teachers do not show interest, gaj,n� or participate

eagerly in a program they did not want in the first

r;iace.

One of the first steps that can be taken to encourage

��ohers
.·; '

is to show an.interest in them.

If the teachers are happily adjusted,

the work of the guidance program will be a much easier job.

If the

teacher has a pleasing personality he can work more effectively
with pupils.

A teacher who is new to the community and school needs professional, social, and personal orientation.

When administrators

show a concern for teacher development then the teacher can more
realisticallY: see the value of interest in pupil development.
"Personnel services for the teaching staff minimize many problems
of the teachers, such as health difficulties, socia l maladjustments,
recreational needs, and educational problems.

'.lbe administration

'by indicating an interest in the teacher can build his morale.nl
Thus, the administrator shows his sincerity in the guidance program
by providing adequate guidance services for his co-workers.

By

improving teacher morale and adjustment, interest in the work of
the guidance department can develop more fully and effectively.
"When teachers lack the qualifications essential to playing
their role i?:t the guid.aaut11M'ti.cns of the school sufficient help
must be given the teacher directly to protect the interests of the
pupils.

The teacher must be given opportunities to acquire the

training which he did not get in,his period of preservice preparation .02
Certain guidance competencies and concepts are needed

by teachers, and

in-service training is one way in which the school staff can grow
together to meet these needs.

When teachers see a need for the

in service program then steps can be taken to develop such a program.
...

l ibid., p.
-

46.

,

2cli.ff ord Froehlich, Guidance Services in Schools
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1958), p. 2�7.

(New

Yorks

CHAPTER III

O�IZATION OF THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM lN GUIDANCE

After the.need for

an

in-service program has been established,

the next step is the organization of the training program.

The

administrator must take the lead 1n initiating this program and
would probably gain much by consulting the counselor for his ideas
on organization�
The administrator is the co�rdinator of all school activities.
He should have the ability, experience, interest, and drive to
follow through a program of in-service training and to stimulate
his staff to further learning.

He does not have the full load of

the program on his shoulders as he should allocate responsibility
to capable staff members.

In this way, the administrator shows

confidence in his professional staff and at the same time they

are

drawn closer to the in-service program.
The administrator must above all be a good democratic leader
in all school activities.

His rapport with staff members should
/

be excellent and convey to them an attitude of friendship, respect,
and understanding.

He puts into practice ideas for.ro.ulatad in a

democratic manner with his staff members.

When an in-service

program is to be developed, those who will participate in the
program should help with the planning, for ideas from all those
involved should be taken into consideration.

"There must be rea1

democratic plann1ng and participation at all levels.

The individual

ll

is made conscious of. his

awn

worth by the treatment· accorded him.• 111

Eveey beneficial program.must have good leadership, for with'

l ,

out adequate leadership the program. Will not develop.
•.

A person who

has wide prof'essional experience as a guidance worker may assume
the responsib
,,..

ility
'

.

•'

.

for directing guidance in-service activities.2

The scho9l.c0Ul}selor
may have the advantage over a professional
'

_,.

..

••
J

•

.

;

'

'

'1

•

...
person·brougb'!-in
from outside the school, as the counselor is
·

'

•

already accepted. as a staff member and is familiar with the problems,
intere�ts:,

�d ,need.s

of his fellow teachers and of the school •

.

";The .eounscµor· must support and actively participate in the inservice.,p�ol$ram.

!Ie can assume leadership in the operatio�,

'

development,dmd improvement of the guidan�e services.
•

<

Guidance

programs r �uire that many persons perf'o:rm varied services.

Some

services .need professional competencies but many may be performed
": :

•

adequa�ely
.

-

.

•

t,••

ldth iess
' .

training.

., '

The counselor can assist members of

the
staff to.develop skills and promote their personal interest
in
.
. ..

..

,'

He can encourage them to participate to the .

the guidance program.
'

,

.

'

best o.f?"their abilities and help them more clearly see that they
/
have somethini to offer and much to gain •
.;' J· .'· "

:T}ie administrator besides being the initiator of the in•
servic�t"ttainfug :program. has .many roles to�;play.
-i

'.

and paftici:Pate
.,

'

:•

.

�

.

.

-

He must endorse

the program with enthusiasm and not be a side-

',

.

·,

He
must know his staff· well as m8lly' abilities of
line ooserver.
.. '.lrl
"
:�. '
i.:

'

r.Hi��,. ioc.

�

�

"

cit.,, p.

47 .

� fM�rie M. Ohlsen, Guidance, An Introduction (New York:
.
Harcourt� :·Brace and Co., l.955 ), P• �

12
staff members in the school are not used and are lying dormant.

In initiating and organizing the program the wise administrator Will take jnto consideration :policies which w.U.1 motivate
staff members to continue their growth.-

Types of pol icies determined

through the author's research could include:

1.

Salary increments.

Raised positions on the pay scale

or payment for each course taken.

2.

Payment for summer workshops.

).

Scholarships for college study.

The administrator

could contact state, county, or local offices and
secure inf onnation and applications for interested
personnel.

4.

Arz:angement

of school duties.

The administrator could

schedule duties so that teachers might be able to
attend classes, discussions, workshops, or visit
other schools.

5.

Guidance responsibilities for staff members.

With

guidance responsibilities learning through in-service
training could be put into practice.

6.

Have training during .the regular school day.
/

If'

teachers are tired and overtaxed· they will feel the
in-service training program is a burden.

7.

Shortened probationary period.

This would stimulate

new teachers to actively work in the school and th'ey
would become more conscientious of self-improvement.

8.

Opportunities £or promotion.

Promotion opportunities

within a school system should be available and known to all
staff members.

13
Th� a�inistrator should encourage his school personnel. to
back the in-service program.
be on a voltmtary basis.

For best results the program should

There are many teacher 11bloc ks11 which

inihibit the school program.

Sometimes participation in the program

seems just another routine responsibility added to the teachers•

If so, enthusiasm for the program will be lacking.

already heavy load.

A relationship of guidance to the job already being done should be
clearly tmderstood

by

the teacher if he is to be expected to contribute

to the program. l
Fears of loosing one's position. financial. security, not knowing
what is expected of them, and community pressure keep teachers from
having a sense of belonging.

Lack of direction, purpose, leadership,

h

and inspiration can also inhibit t e in-service program.2
There are many ways the teacher can be brought closer to the
guidance program.

Teachers should have the opportunity to exchange

ideas and tell.about their experiences.

The needs of the individual.

teacher should be considered and sensitivity by other staff members
developed.

A teacher lYho actively participates develops a sense of

belonging and finds security within the group. ·With a feeling of
securi ty he can evaluate himself and the guidance program without
tmdue anxiety and this will build a better learning attitude.
Individuals should put their new knowledge into practice whenever
possible.

In this way, staff members can see the value of their

training.

New teachers should be given special attention so that

lArthur'E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance (New York:
p.
Harper and Brothers� Pub.,

1945),

2Erickson,

!2£. £!!:_.,

p•

.

402.

308.

14
they will fully understand the general school procedures and policies.
When a j0b is well done, recognition sh0uld be given.
a feeling of good will and self-esteem.

This will promote

Services of the guidance pro

gram should co-ordinate activities so that duplication of teacher
services will be eliminated, the servic.es perf'ormed will be improved,
and total services to pupils will be greater.
Developnent of the in-service guidance training pr0gram
depends on the individual school situation.

The size of the school,

the grade levels which will participate, and the facilities available
are important factors to consider.

Also, the .finances allotted

for in-service training, the time that can be allowed for training,
and the personnel wbo will be available for training will affect
the type of program planned.
In-serv-ice training programs can be devel�d in many ways.
The particular school situation would determine which things are
·most important and should be taken care of first.
principles

The following

taken from various sources and the author's research

should be used as a guide when developing a program.

1.

When beginning an in-service program it would be best

to start small and then build.

The basic problems of

the local situation could be considered and?:,practical
techniques developed.

A study should be ma.de of the guidance practices in

2.

existence and expand fr<llm this point.

3.

·

Problems considered should be of importance now and of
particular interest to the .staff members participating.

4.

It is necessary to begin at a point consistent with the

1 .5
staff's present degree of guidance training. l

.5.

The program should proceed only as rapidly as the
participants are prepared to go.

6.

If' resource persons are necessar.y for the functioning
of the program then local persons 'Who are readily
available should be called upon first.

If additional

help is needed then outside resource persons could be
contacted.

?.

Goals of the in-serV"ice program should be defined early
and objectives should be :flexible enough for changes as
2
the program develops.

a.

The program should be

.a

lea.rni.ng experieriee and its organi

zation should be·governed

9.

by the principles of learning.3

11The :in-serV"ice program must be continuous rather than
spasmodic.

This principle is basic in developing programs

the benefits of which endure.114

lRoy D. Willey and Dean o. Andrew, Modern Methods and
Technigues of Guidance (New York: Harper and Brothers, Pub •. ,
.
19.5.5). p. ?If:

2 Ohlsen,

,

�. ill•,

JFroehlich,

p.

�. ill•,

4Erickson, loo�

ill_.,

-

40?.
p.

26?.

P• 401.

CHAPTER IV
GUIDANCE IN-SERVICE TRAINING ACTlVIT�S
There are many types of activities that
in in-servi�e training for the school staff.

can

be incorporated

Some of the activi

ties would be appropriate for a county or city wide school system

and others would fit in well in the individual school.

County or

city wide activities would cover a larger scope in that they would
be appropriate for most staff members.

Individual school activi

ties are those which would best fit smaller groups interested in
specific problems of the individual school.

In plarming the in

service program, activities which best suit the _needs andLint.erests
of a particular situ:;i.tion should be used.

Some areas that should

be given c.onsideration are the f ollowing:
A.

Anecdotal Reports.

Any tool which will aid the teacher

in studying his pupils is o f value.

The anecdotal report is a tool

which will take the teacher only a short time to prepare.

Most

teachers find it necessary to write descriptions of child behavior.
The teacher should carefully observe h is children, and when sane
behavior seems significant then it should be recorded for future
reference_.
Anecdotal reports .are written descriptions of child behavior.
These accounts must be accurate descriptions telling only the
facts of the particular situation.
in observing a child and

in

.The teacher must be objective

the things he writes about the behavior.
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Anecdotal reports by the teacher should be condensed and only items
of importance, with all irrelevant materlal·lett out, should remain.
When re-reading the reports others will appreoia.te conciseness as time
is important to the teacher.
It would be well to have a defiriite type of form for writing
down these accounts.

Forms are time saving to the writer

definite items to put

in

are already listed.·

as

These forms could

be designed by the individual teacher or by a group of staff members.
Anecdotal reports are short descriptions, so forms should be small
enough to fit into the child'·s clDll.ulative record.
In interpreting a report, the social., educational, physical,
and emotional progress of the child should be considered.l

teacher also includes

an

If the

interpretation of the incident, any

.

lmowledge of ·the home life of the child may reveal informati.On of
value to others.

Anecdotal reports should be carefully evaluated

and recommendations given the teach�r as to courses of actiori which

should be taken •
. Written descriptions of behavior are valuable assets to the
teacher.

He can learn much about the child's progress by evaluating

a series of reports�

Behavior trends can b>e viewed and ways of

working with the child studied.

By keeping a series of reports,

a continued study of the child is evidenced and the growing
personality of the child can be traced.
The description should be written

as

soon

as

possible

lU. s. Educational . Policies Commission, "The Contemporary ·
Challenge to American Education!' (Washington, D. c., 1958) � p. 166.

·
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after the incident, so that none of the facts Will be forgotten,
Teachers need training inc:order to know what to look for, how to
go about writing a report, and what makes up a good report.
Through in-service training, teachers can become·proficient in
evaluating their own anecdotal reports.

In.interpreting these

accounts, the teacher needs a thorough lmowl.edge of child growth
and development.

He must be able to identify personality traits

and behavior patterns and interpret them in the light of their
implications for school learning.
B.

Testing.

Often classroom teachers find that testing

.presents a series of problems.

"Administrators are sometimes

guilty of adding to this dilemma by :imposing a program that has
little value for eit.h,_er teacher or pup11.nl
When an administrator plan s and develops a testing program
it would be well to do so with staff members who have had formal.
training in the area of tests and measurements.

All testing

programs should have values which will aid the teacher in the
. classroom ·situation.

A minilllal testing program should be started

first and then expanded from this point as the need for more
testing is evidenced.

Examination of the testing problem should

begin by deciding what types of tests are needed and for what
purpose the test results will be used.

Teachers will be interested

in how easy the tests will be to interpret, how time consuming
the tests are, and how. ardu0us the results will be to record.
Standardized test construction should be carefully

1Erickson, loc. m,., p. 405.
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investigated.

The following items adapted

from

Ira J. Gordon sh;ould

be ta.ken into consideration: l

1.

What does the test measure?

2�

How was the validity determined?

3.

How reliable are the results?

4.

How can the results be applied?

,;.

Will the test be practical :tor local use't

6.

What is the cest er the test?

7.

What age or grades can be. tested?

8.

Is the test easy to administer?

9.

How.will the test be scored?

10.

can the test be easily interpreted?

There are two main types of tests, the individual test and
the group test.

The individual test would have to be administered

by someone who has specia1 training in the use of the particular
test.

Group tests aremore time saVing and can be used

advantageously in JIW11' situations.
measure intelligence,

Group tests can be ebta.ined to

achievement, aptitude, personality,

interests,

and problems.
The field of testing has been confronted

by numerous problems.

Testing in some schools is overdone and teachers do not have the
time or interest to use the results.

Many teachers have had no

formal training in· testing and, therefore,

inaccurately use tests.

Some teachers do not understand the fundamentals of test administration
and/ or cannot interpret the results.

Many teachers simply lack the

lira J. Gordon, lb!, Teacher as a Gnidance'Wnrker
(New Yerk:
Harper and Brothers, Pub., -1956), p.. 25.
·
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under.standing of the real purpose of testing.
Teachers should learn the functions of tests.
.. � -:·
:

;J.<.l

predic tions of h0w a child is doing at a specific
specific test.
such as:

Tests are only

tl\l!l�

and on a

Many conditions could affect the results of a test,

the emotional attitude of the child, the physical well-being

of the child, the testing climate, and other variable factors.
Teachers must use test scores cautiously and only

in

connectiC!>n

with all �ther available data he can collect on the child.

Teachers

should le!:lrD testing procedures, be well acquainted with test terms,
and be able to interpret test results and see their value in
relation to their work in the classroom.
Staff members can use role playing for improving their
professional skills.

They can learn about tests through taking

them under standard conditions.

In this way, they can see the

testing experience through the pupils' eyes and can discuss their
attitudes toward the test. l

,

By

having training in the testing area, teachers are in a

better position to understand learning problems and difficulties
of children.

Test results will supply the teacher With more

information about his pupils, and he can plan
suppliment areas of needed improvement.

his

teaching to

With training• tests Will

be viewed as a source of descriptive, information.

�

standardized tests should also bring abou

Studies of

improvement in

teacher-made tests.
Through testing, the pupil can learn many things about
himself which may aid in his planning for the future.

lohlsen,

!.2.2.· ill·,

p.

3'.39.

Testing is

an

area which will foster co-operation betwe.en teacher�, counselors,

supervisors, and admjnistrators.

All test results should be used

effectively :in a professional �armer.

Administrators should notn

use test results as a basis for evaluating teachers or of
comparing schools.l

c.

Pupil Ref.erral.

When a teacher sees the need for referring

a child to the counselor, close association to the guidance program
is put into action.

The teacher and counselor will work together

a,nd good harmonious relationships should deve lop.

If the counselor

needs to refer-a pupil to a community agency for help, co-operation
between the school and the agency should develop.
referral is made,

an

When any type of

opportunity is available to bring the parent and

the school into closer contact.
Through referral to the counselor, the teacher can be brought
into the actual guidance experience.

By ref erring a pupil to someone

who can effectively help him , a more efficient use of time is accomplished.

The teacher should be able to interpret to the prospective

client the types of services which will be available through the
counselor.

When a pupil is referred, the teacher should make clear to

the counselor the purpose of the referral and should, at the time of
/

,

referral, be able to give all information available on the child to
the counselor.

Teachers should be kept informed about pupil progress

after referral has been made and should be encouraged to participate

:in helping the student make adjustments.
The decision as to when a pupil should be referred to the

lJobnston, Pvters, and Evraiff,

!2£.

cit.,. p.

97.
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counselor is usually left up to the individual teacher.

He should,

in his daily work with pupils, })e able to.identify those who need
special help.

Each staff mem ber must know his own guidance limitations

.. and when the need for referral arises share with the pupil the
responsibility of referral.

When the· pupil sees the benefits of the

guidance services he will go more eagerly, and the counselor will
have a better footing on which to start.
The procedure for referral to the counselor should be clear to

all staff members.

The teacher will be mor.e familiar with the

facilities of the school guidance service, b ut he shoul.d also know
Ref'erral to a communi ty

what agencies in the community are available.
agency should be made through the c.c:>unselor.

When considering

referral to a community agency, both the teacher and the counselor
should have basic information about the agency.
adapted from

Ira

The following factors

J� Gordon should be known:l

types

vi�ed?

l.

What

2.

.What are the functions and philosophy of the agency?

).

YJh.at

4.

What will the services cost?

5.

How long a waiting list does the agency have?
.

6.

Will ·progress reports be issued to the school?

of services are pro

are the qualifications of the personnel?

!l'eachers will need help in learning to write referrals to the
counselor.

Some sohools have special referral forms on which basic
"

inf'ormation about the child and information pertinent to the case can
be put • .

Referral

by

the teacher is a procedure which should help him aid

pupils in their optimum development.

D; Cumulative Records.
laordon,

12£. �

••

p.

Individual student records are a

29?.

useful guidance tool for the classroom teacher, but teachers need
training in order to use the data to best ad.vantage.

For guidance

services to be effective, cumulative records need to be maintained.

This record should be-continuous and follow the child through his
school years.

It· is important to ke:w the cumulative record as

simple as possible for many times teachers use it as a "catch -al.111•
These records should be organized logically, contain unique information,
and be easy to maintain.1

Procedures for obtaining data and recording

it should be a part of the in-service training.
The cumulative record is an exc.ellent source of info1'lJ,a.tion
and a means to study and understand the child.

The data should be

valuable to the teacher·in helping to evaluate the classro� work
of' the child and in planning further classroom learning.
The cumulative record is a composite of all available data
on an individual.

It should contain a section where permanent infor

mation on the child is kept.
. identifying children.

This will. serve as a fomal method for

Standard information, such as:

name, date of

birth, place of birth, sex., parent's names, address, etc., should be
listed.
The record should also have a spot for personal data about
the child.

In this section, strengths, weaknesses, and the child's

health record could be placed.

Interests, aims, grades, and

attendance could be included • .
Cumulative records should be reviewed periodically and all
inf'ormation which is not pertinent at the time of review discarded.
When the record is reviewed, it will. probably be necessary to save

1Hatch and Stefflre,

!2!,. 9:1·

,

p.

180-181.
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space and summ arization of some of the :information about the child
be made.

When setting up a cumulative record system, record folders
or cards will have to be selected.

Many

commercial forms are

available and some states and counties have form.s already prepared.
Record folders could be developed by the school staff, and this
type record would probably·be best as only inf'onnation of value to
the school would be included.

The cost of preparing individual

school records would be more than the other types mentioned as
they would not be produced in as great quantities.

Teachers should

have a part in selecting the record form.
Facilities for the safe storage of records should be available
in the school.

They should

the teacher to use.
by the teachers.

be

located in a place convenient for

Here again, this site should be determined

Procedures for transferring records should be

know to all staff members.
Keeping the cumulative record has many advantages.

will actually be participating in a guidance service.

Teachers

The records

will aid the teacher in understanding learning problems and
dif'ficul.ties of individual children, and he can plan his program
to fit their needs.

Teachers

'will

have available to them a

continuous record of the child and can trace his development through
the school years.

Through evaluation of the cumulative records,

needed curricul.um.changes in the school may show up.l

E�
l

Case conference.

The case conference can be used to

Johnston, Peters, and Evraiff, loc. cit., p. 102.

stimulate interest

in the guidance program. When some aspect of

a student's make up needs study arrangements should be made for a
case conference.l

For this conference to be effective,

leadership is essential . ·

good

The school counselor or the guidance

connnittee should take the lead in initiating the conference.
Careful planning is a prerequisite for any good conference.

In planning, the reason for the study must be clear to those who
will participate.

The case conference should be open to all staff

members who are interested in the particular pupil.
The case conference is a comprehensive analysis of
individual pupil.

an

Several persons study a particular student's

problem and collectively try to gain a better understanding of
the student

in order to help him with his adjustment.

The

knowledge of several persons is usual ly the best way of studying
pupil behavior as many facets of the pupil can be seen.

Various

approaches to the student shoulti be anal yzed objectively and
information from a variety of sources synthesized•

All guidance

techniques which might be relevant should be applied in the
case conference.

A case history is an important part of the case conference.

In preparing a case history, the first step would be the collection
of data about the case.
up and interpreted

by

This data would then have to be written

the participants in the conference.

The

participants would then go about diagnosing th� case, and
recommendations or suggestions for treatment would be made.

These

�

recommendations should be of a practical na ure, and a follow-up

lJohn P. Barnes, Educational Research for Classroom Teachers
(New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons,
p.

1960),

38:--
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after a reasonable length of time should be made to see what the
outcom.es have been.

If

needed, another conference may be scheduled to

plan further action.
Case conferences have many advantages •

.

They are an excellent
The participants

method for communication a:m.ong school personnel.

develop a professional outlook based on mutual trust.

The teacher

can become aware of guidance problems through participation in
group procedures.
The case conference demonstrates the value and uses of the
individual inventory service and shows how this service helps
teachers understand children.l

Case conferences will sometimes

point out.the need for better placement and/or counselin� services.2
A

better understanding of the dynamics of behavior will be forthcoming,

and better teaching should result, through a better: understanding
of children.
F.

Apprenticeship •

.

In

order to develop competence in the

mechallics of guidance, practice is necessary.

The teacher

can

practice the tools of guidance on his own through trial and err.or
methods, but a more organized and less time consuming way of
learning is a planned program. of apprenticeship.
.

•,

Through an
.

apprenticeship program, faculty members are gaining actual experience
in

guidance activities while being directed by a trained supervisor.

Under the direction of the counselor, teachers can practice counseling
techniques with students in a schqol setting and participate in other
lHatch and Steff'l.re,!22,. £ll_., p. 317.
2Ibid.
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�

guidance funct ons .
The :inexperienced· guidanc e worker has di!f'icu1ty in detecting
h

�

own

errors . and for this reason careful supervision is necessary. l

Impr?vement suggestions given

·by

necessary part of' this program.

the supervising teacher are a
Teachers can participate in this

program during their free periods or their teaching sc�edules
could include part-time work :in the guidance s ervices af' the school .

G.

Handbook o r Manual.

A handbo0k o r

manual

will provide the

teacher with a guide to many school activities .

They are sometimes

prepared . on a county wide level or else are made

by

the individual

One type of manual can deal exclusively with guidanc e work.

school .

The preparation of' this manual might be a project or the guidance
committee . · An<?ther type w,ould cover the camplete school program

A committee of' staff members

with one section devoted to guidanc e.

representing all departments could prepare this manual-;
Manuals .must be accurate and kept up.to-date
revision.

by

annual.

Material w:hich is old , insignificant , or no longer

appropriate should be discarded.

will be , used

�

Only

important :inf'omation, which

staff members , should be included.

The manual should

be as concise as possible , well written� well organized, and 0f' a
ref'erenc e nature with a camplete index.

Teachers shou1d be

encourag ed to use the manual.
The manual should be attractive .
mimeographed or printed.

It could be either

The coverdng must be carefully s elected

so �t it. will hold up with use � and the binding should allow
staff' members to· add materials

during

lFroehlich , loo. cit. , p .
- -

270.

the school year.
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H.

Bulletins .

view can be stressed.

Through bulletins , the guidance point of
Bulletins can ·be distributed periodically
They can

with inf'ormation pertaining to the guidance program.

acquaint staff members with new views in the guidance program.
Bulletins have several advantages over manuals :

they are

not bulky, take a short ti.me to read, are not time consuming in
preparation , are inexpensive , and contain more up-to-date in:for
mation.

1

Bulletins can give teachers an overall picture of guidance

ac�ivities and can tell about dif'f erent phases of the guidance
program. .1.iQ. the school .
'

Teachers should be encouraged to work with the counselor in
preparing bulletins on phases of guidance in which they are interested.
This would roster the participation of teachers in guidance activities.
If the bulletins are s.aved they could be used in a reference nature
..

by . the teacher.
I.

EducationaJ. Research.

:Educational research can be an

aid · to t eaching .and learning in the classrom.

Through research

and experimentation we .e.nJ.arge our knowledge in many fields.
When educationaJ. research is conducted , . faculty members are involved

in an activity in which they share their ideas and the data they

have collected,

Through purposeful research a better school

morale will be built as teachers leam to work

as

a group.

will. have an opportunity to test their. skills and ideas.

Teachers
If both

the school and the community are involved in the research program,
guidance orientation 'Will be extended.
EducationaJ. research can be of several types.

libid. ' p .
-

275.

Practical
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based on some phase or school work . can be done..
research problems
rting to parent s , home visitation , conferences ,
Such items as repo
locating children with 'special needs could be the
study groups , .and
bas is for research �1

Published r.esearch could be repeated, surveys

could be c onducted, or structured observation could be tried.

Also ,

staff members could experiment with various types of instruction,
such as :

core teaching , television teaching , t eaching machines ,
·

or ungraded elementary clas ses.
When initiating research the problem should be carefully
defined in term.a of where we are now, what we have done , where
we want to go, and what we hope to accomplish. 2

Hypotheses con

cerning the prablem of research should be stated and as many- variables

In executing the study , the dif;..

should be identified as possible .
f erent hypotheses should be tested .

There should be a. definite

plan of action which will be practical in term.s · or classraam
operations .

There must be a systematic recording or what happens ,

and after the research is conducted an evaluation should be made .
Following evaluation , recommendatiens for further use should be
given .

F.ducational research could be conducted as a co-operative

or individual study.

J.

One way to keep abreast of

Professional Library.

significant current publications is to build a professional
library.

Teachers should continue to be students , as there is

always much to learn.

l Gordon

'

,

2o�
- ,
i;Jd..n1es

In a professional library materials should
4

.
.
�
· .£li. ,

p.
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be available to increase teacher lmowledge in such areas

as·

the

emotional needs of children , the tools for diagnosing individuals ,
counseling , and remedial technique s .
All schools should establish at least a minimum library.

It

would be best to buy materials _ through a staff cammittee s elected fo�
Each teacher, and/or department should make recom

this purpose.

mendations each year for the professional library so that the purchasing
committee would have a picture or the wants of all the school .
11A profes sional library not only must be stocked with standard

references , but also must keep abreast of the current trends in
education and guidance . n

l

Some materials should be purchased which would be of interest
to parents .

If additional suggestions on books to purchase are

needed it would be advisable to contact the State Department of
Education Guidance Supervisor for recommendations .
Materials could include :
..

; ' : �: i ; '

books , periodicals , pamphlets ,

research articles , digests , handbooks , current literature , manuals
for new textbooks , magazine s , and newspapers .

The faculty should have

a wide choice of subj ects so that the interests of all will be met
in sane way.
Professional literature should be easily accessible and not
in the office of the superintendent .

Materials will not be used

if too much· red tape must be gone through before getting them.
The prof essional matep.als could be kept on a special shelf in the
school library , but �tter still in the teachers • lounge.
lounge , the teachers

1Hamrin,
··

are

In the

more on their own time in a relaxed

�· ill• ,

t:lr
p. :J'Y•

·
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atmosphere , and they can browse through materials and discuss ideas
with others .

If they find something of special interest , they can

check out the material for further reference .
On e way to stimulate interest in professional literature
is to route it from one person to the next .

This encourages the

exchange of ideas , and staff members become more involved in the
guidance program .

Professional materials can be used as a basis

for guidance discussions .
Building a good professional library requires funds .

If

possible , part of the total school budget should be set aside
for prof essional books , or part of the library budget or guidance
budget could be used for _purchas ing professional materials .
Sometimes the co-operation of the school P'�'T .A. or student council
-

organization can do much in securing funds for professional
materials .

If this is not possible , and teachers are interested

in building a library , they might be willing to donate a few dollars
toward the library fund.
Teachers could also donate or loan books to the school for
the professional library.

Books might be borrowed from the state

library or the county library.
Teachers should be urged to subscribe to professional books
and periodicals .

Any teacher can at a small cost build up a good

guidanc e library by gradually ac cumulating professional material s .

A teacher should t ry t o accumulate materials of a practical nature
,

which will be used and are not j ust for show.

The teacher can

broaden his own experiences and effectiveness by enriching it with

32
the experience of other.s . l

Books should aid the teacher in helping

his pupils make satisfactory adjustmentsiin school and in the
community.

K.

Faculty Meetings .

Through faculty meetings , many ways

of fulfill ing the teachers • profes sional needs can be met.

Faculty

meetings are probably the most common:'.� in-service training media .

Many

teachers look at a faculty meeting with boredom as it is so

many times a one-way communication system.

The principal com-

municates to the teachers his decisions which they are to carry out.
For an effective faculty meeting , the teachers must have an opportunity
to help plan and carry out activities which are of interest to them ,
the pupils , the parents , and the school as a whole.

The administrator

must first s ee the need of teachers having a part in plann ing the
faculty meeting .

Until teachers do have a voice in the operation of the

faculty meeting , full co-operation of the staff w:l11 be lacking.
The faculty meeting should not be used as a means to com
municate routine announc ement s .

These could be given over the

school public address system or through mimeographed bulletins .
The teachers might elect a committee to work with the
principal in establishing goals and in plann:ing a good program for
the school year.
committee.

Meeting preparations should be handled by this

They should also be responsible for informing teachers

adequately in advance of coming meetings .

A .definite time should be set aside for the faculty meeting ,
and all meetings should start and close at that time .

It is best

�

lc1arence c . Dunsmoor and Leonard M. Miller , Principles
International
Methods of Guidanc e for Teachers ( Scranton , Pa. :
Textbook
p.

Co. ) ,

37ir.-
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to hold faculty meetings on school time and , if necessary, dismiss
school early on the days of the meeting so that it can take place
during the regular s chool day. l
�d

if

A relaxed atmosphere should prevail

light refreshments are served the meeting is a more

sociable affair.
The faculty meeting must be skillfully conducted in order
to keep teacher interest.
the meetings .

�g

Teachers should act as chairmen dur

Complete and accurate minutes should be taken and

distributed to all staff members .

This would keep a teacher who

was absent up-to-date on the happenings in the meeting and
would not leave other teachers with partial or inaccurate notes
on which to rely.
Activities of many types can be included in faculty meetings .
Time should be allowed in meetings for free discus sions , as
participation by all members is essential to good staff realtionships .
Topics of general interest should be discussed.
and school problems can be studi ed.

Current community

At the beginning of the school

year , topics on the preparation to meet class es can be considered.
These topics might · include :

orientation of pupils , cumulative

record information , the s election of teaching material;s,- Go*1pl
materials availabil.�.,-- "

� : places

to go for assistance.

Panel discussions involving teachers , parents , and pupils
are desirable for a good working relationship within . the school .
Speakers can be used at faculty meetings .

When a lecture is given

before the group then a general discussion on the topic presented
is desirable.
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Later in the year , provision could be made for teacher
summaries of new books .

This would bring teachers into contact

with professional materials which they might use in their clas ses .
Teacher summaries of bo oks would be a good way to ke�p abreast of
new material , and teachers should gain a broader outlook through
new ideas .

The teacher would report on a subj ect of interest to
Book reports would

him and give his evaluation of the material.

benefit thos e who give them and those who listen as well .

Staff members could report on visits they have made or on
pro:f essional meetings they have attended.

This would provide

other :faculty members with valuable information .
Study gr,oups could be conducted during :faculty meetings .
Through groups , studies could be :fashioned around the various
guidance s ervices , tape recordings of guidance activities , films
on guidance topics , or on published case materials .
Demonstrations could be g iven in :faculty meetings on the
use of equipment or teaching materi.als , counseling techniques ,
interviewing techniques , ways of conducting parent-teacher conferences ,
using sociometric techniques , and the uses of role-playing .
L.

Guidanc e Connnittee.

Faculty members who are members of

the guidance committee will find themselves involved in a valuable
training experienc e.

Each member should have something to off er

which will contribute to the work of the commit tee.

Through the

l

guidance committee lines of C!Jlllil1unication can be strengthened
l
between the guidance program �d the pupils serv d and between

�

lHatch and Stef':flre , �. £,U. , p .
.
?

142.

the guidanae ser11ices and the other departments of the school.
main function

The committee ' s
they

but

also

can

the guidance program

plan

committee should evaluate the

present

an

advisory group .
This

of the school.

program of guidance in the

and look into the future by adopting long range ob jectives . l

school
After

is that of

specific phases of

investigating

serlTices, recommendations for action

M.

Leaves

of

the

in

the school

teacher

personal

of Absence.

and in

system.

improvement

the school ' s .· guidance

to be takep should

supplying him with
Leaves can

·

aid in

Leaves should

be · of

This coul d be travel to

up-grading

incentive to remain

an

two types :

and those for professional

The wise administrator will

the

be given.

those for

improvement.

encourage teacher travel.

attend professional

meetings ,

conferences ,

Ex:cursions could be taken by

or for educational excursions.

staff members to acquaint �hem with local community resources ,
clinics, welfare agenaies , employment offices ,
institutions

of

higher

learning.

Before travel is
All

If

open mind.

teachers

they

will

in their

careful preparation sho'lll.d

aan

One

of the w ays

travel , and

view

and

teaching.
the

be made.

teachers should go

of learning is by doing .

and ex:per�ence actual . situations ,

gain in ideas and techniques which can be

insig ht into
is

taken,

travel should be geared to a purpose

with an

other schools , and

Through travel , a teacher

problems and activities

will

incorporated

gain a broader

or the world of which

he

a part.
Exchange . teaching

l�� . p. 141.

will

aid both the individuals involved and

the schools participating in many ways .

The exchanging of teachers

with other countries or s ections of the United States is becoming
a more common practice .

Through the govermnent , many opportunities

are available to tea.chars in this area.
Other types of leaves could include :

maternity leaves ,

sick leaves , military service l eaves , religious or political
leav�s . and
service. 1

rest

fuid . recuperation leaves after lang periods of

An adequate retirement program should be available

for staff members .
N.
furthered
tions .

Profess ional <Drganizations .

by

Professional growth can be

membership and participation in professional organiza

Staff members should be aware of the national , state , or

local organizations for which they have . membership qualifications .
They should become acquainted with these organizations and ascertain
their obj ectives and offerings.

Teachers should be encouraged to

join the ones which would be of most interest and help to them.
Professional organizations welcome teacher interest and support .
Opportunities .for leadership , proj ect work , or committee work are
usually available to interested organization members . 2

New ideas

are always needed.
Through participation in professional organizations teachers
can keep up-to-date with current happenings in the fields of their
choice and gain many ideas which can be incorporated in olassroOD,J. work.

lvan Miller and Willard B. Spalding � � Public Administration
� American Schools (New York : World Book Co. , 1952 ) , p . 337 .
2 Johnston , Peters , and Evraiff ,

!!£. ill• •

p. 2 57 .
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·

Workshop s ..

Competence in guidance requires the mastery

of many skill s , and workshops are one way the administration can
Thes e workshops might

help the staff to develop this c ompetenc e .

be in the form of county institutes , multi-county work conference s ,
extens ion divis i9n ,'.Workshbps , and sUillllle r, post-school , or pre-school
workshops .
,,

Workshops have great flexibility in that many problems of all

nature s - cou1d be cons idered.

Thes e workshops sbou1d be based on

what the s chool wants and include what the participants are interested

in.

They can change direction if the · need arises .

participants

can

Sometimes comm.unity

be invited to attend.

The workshop should be organized so that it interrelate s
the function of guidance and curriculum.

The Ohio F.ducation

As soe1ation , 'Columbus �: Ohio'; gives the i"ollow:tng suggestions on how

to organize a good workshop .

1.

l

It is concerned with the problem s of the participants
not the problems of its leaders .

2.

It is one "Where the :participants come prepared to
participate .

J.

It is one in which the leaders are prepared to carry
out their functions

µi

an efficient yet democratic

manne r.

4.

It is one that uses democratic discus s ion and leaders
who can bring into t�e open the points of view of the
participants .

5.

It is one in which the groups are small yet kept informed
of the activities of the other groups .

lFroehlich ,

!2£• ill• ,

p . 27 0 .
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6.

It is one that takes time to evaluate itself as it goes
·along and to improve its own procedures of working
together.

7.

It is one in which the final sea son commits itself to
carrying out the conference decisions back in the
classroom or practical school situation.

Workshop members can define school problems and work out ways
of attacking these problems .

Participants of the workshop should

develop good working relationships , then, they will continue to
exchange ideas after the workshop is over.

·

Sometimes a pre-school

workshop can be followed by regular meetings throughout the school
yea:r.
Committees , discussion groups , ,,or conference groups can be
planne d in workshops .

Grade level o r subject matter meetings can

be used to decide on problems 0f a specific group.

In

this way,

staff members · can determine means of supplementing the w0rk of the
guidance ppogram.
Keeping in touch with new developments can be accomplished
by dividing teachers into study groups whereby recent educational
resea:rch can be dis�ussed.

The school and community can be brought

closer together by encoliraging faculty members , pa:rents , and students
to serve on committees to ca:rry on studies related to school
problems .
0 Surveys should be initiated to reveal the nature of pupil
problems � interests , and needs .
in

most schools .

Matters given little consideration

The bases of all guidance-..and all good teaching-

is- an understanding of the interests , aptitudes·, background, problems ,

39
and needs of each ·pup11 . 11l
Surveys can also be made on 11drop-outs11 and graduates to
'

determine the e:ffectiveness of the guidance program.
Discussions on published case materials , commercial films ,
or recordings can acquaint participants with the nature of the
counseling process. 2
in discussions .

Teachers can improve their abiJ.ity to participate

Through teacher self-:Ulsi�ht a better , emotional

attitude should develop.

Sometimes recording discussions and then

analyzing th� is a great help in seeing mistakes and ways to improve
the discus�ions .
Consultants are often used in workshops.

A

consultant should

be a · person who is familiar with guidance in a school setting .

When selecting a consultant contacts could be made with public
or private colleges and universities , state or county departments
of education , or township , district , or other s.chools for personnel
who might serve .
The consultant is a resource person who can help to define
problems of study and ways to meet these problems .

The consultant

can maintain objective and unemotional involvement and can
concentrate on a . single problem within the school system. 3

He

, should be an authority bringing with him new i�as and_ insights into
the school problem.

Sometimes consultants give demonstrations .

Consultants have mastery of research skills and tools .

lErickson ,

!2£. ill· '

p.

403 .

2Qhlsen,

�· -ill� ·

p. 402 .

3Barnes ,

!.2£. ill· ;

p . 219 .

Their
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technical advice such as , approaches to types of data needed, instru
ments fo r gathering data , and techniques for analyzing data should
be a very valuable asset to the workshop .l

The consultant will help

the participants evaluate the workshop program.
Consultants can do much to stimulate teachers to develop the
guidance point of

view.

By securing services of outstanding people

in the field of guidance , a step forward i� taken in assuring success
of the in-service training program.

The consultants should be brought

in at the expense of the school board.
P.

College or University Training .

Teachers who want to

become more proficient in their work can obtain advanced training at
colleges or universities .

It would be des irable to have every teacher

be a trained counselor , but this is not the cas e .

Teachers should

be encouraged to secure additional training by attending classes
at colleges in the summer or during the regular school year.

�g

By atten

school during a regular session , an organized

program of cours e work can be planned.

·

A wide range of subj ect

areas are available and the student can choose areas of interest or of
a particular need to him.
off er many benefit s .

On-campus facilities for students to use

Seminars or supervised practice in guidance

will be available to students .
does not have

as

Usually during the summer the teacher

many responsibilities as during the school year , and

this would be an ideal time to s ecure additional preparation.

If you are near a college or university , evening classes or
Saturday clas ses could be taken either on-campus or through extens ion
facilitie s .

If this is not possible, and you have a significant

l Gordon i

!£!.£. ,gg. ,

p.

JJ6 .
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number of , teachers interested in taking a particular class , many
colleges and universities are prepared to provide instructors to come
to your community and conduct clas s es .
Regular class attendance has s everal advantages .

A student

will actually view the instructor and gain from the personal elements
involved in the class .

Problems will be discussed and many ideas

��t

from other students brou

Many

out .

universities have c orrespondence courses which c an be

taken for credit .

Thes e have an advantage in that they can be .

studied at home and· lessons s ent to the particular university for
evaluation and grading .
The administrator can motivate his staff members

by making

it as easy as poss ible to s ecure college or university training .
To help the teacher economically , scholarships might be available .
Tuition compensation , raised positions on the salary scale , payment
for each course taken , or leave of absence With partial salary
while getting advanced training might stimulate professional
advancement .

Professional growth should be adequate to justify

financial assistance from the school board.

Promotions within the

school system should be based on certain j ob qualifications .

If

teachers are lacking in any area then university class es ma:y be
the logical place to obtain the additional training needed.

CHAPTER V
EVALUATION OF THE GUIDANCE IN..SERVICE PROGRAM

An essential part of all learning is evaluation.

As taken

from various sources of the author ' s res earch , an in-service
guidanc e training program should be evaluated for the following
reasons :

1.

To improve the total school program.

2.

To discover ·strengths and weaknesses of the in-service
program.

J.

To determine the suc c ess of the in-s ervice program.

4.

To discover areas of the in-service program which need
improvement and reorganization .

5.

To compare achievements or accomplishments With the
. beginning aspirations of the in-service program.

6.

T o modify the in-service program to fit educational
or social changes. l

7.

To offer the public justification for support of the
guidanc e program.

All persons concerned with the in-service training program
should co-operate in developing evaluative criteria.

A variety

of techniques , instruments , and methods should be used and a
systematic plan for evaluating . should be established.

1 11 Evaluation of Guidance Servic es , 11 (Albany, N.Y. :
of Guidance , The State Education Department ) , p . l.

Bureau

Some techniques which can be effective in evaluating the
program are :

systematic obs ervation , group discussions , team

judgments , opinion polls , and self-analysis of participating
staff members .

Evaluation of the in-service training program

should be a continuous proces s .
\

.

It would b e advisable to evaluate

the program as it progresses so that changes could be made to make
it more effective .
planned.

An end-of -the-year evaluation should also be

The beginning program can be compared with the final

results and progress can be traced.

A final evaluation can be of

help in planning future in-service training .
The tra;ning program shoul.d be evaluated to see if the staff ,
the pupils , and the school have gained from the services .

In

evaluating school growth the following factors should be cons idered:
l.

Wha� in-servic e education is provided for staff' members ? l

2.

Has there been gr�wth in the total guidance program?

).

Has there been improvement in tenns of the objectives
and purp(l)ses of' the school ?

4.

Has co-operation between staff members improved? ·

5.

Have st.arr members had a part in planning and earning

'

through the in-service program?

6.

Is there improved. communication within the school ?

?.

How have faculty members reacted to the program.'?2

8.

How have consultants been used'? J

lohlsen, ib.2£.. cit . , p. 435.
2Ibid.

3�.
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9.
10..

Wh at additional in- servi ce training is n.eeded? l
·:Has th ere been :improvement in school-comm.unity
relationships?

2

The f oll owihg questions sh ould b e answered when eval uating
the growth of the school staf f:

1.

D o sta ff memb ers h ave a b et ter understanding of the
guidance program? .

2.

H ave staf f members :improved their techniques fo r studying
children?

).

Have indi vidual facul ty members ass�ed responsibil ity
for their own growth?

3

4.

Are staf f memb ers acti vely involved in th e program?

5.

Do participants in th e in- service p rogram have a feeling
of accomplishment?

6.

Have guida nce re§ ponsibil ities been develo ped?

?.

Have in- service acti vit ies b een carried over in
school work?

8.

Have teach ers made ch anges in world.Jl g with pupils?

9.

Has instruction imp roved?

10.

I s th e teach er better adj usted?

The in-servi ce p?:" ogram sho uld h ave im prov ed guidan ce serv ices
to pupils.

1.

PuJ) il growth in th e f ollowing areas should be eval uated:
"Has there b een an improvement in student- teacher
rel atio ns?

l�.
2Hamrin ,

�- £ll . ,

) Ohl sen, loc.

£ll . ,

p . 48 .
p.

425.
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2.�

Has the scholastic achievement or the students impraved?

3.

Is there evident improvement in student morale 1

4.

Has

5.

Is there some evidence that the students are making wise

there been a decrease in student delinquencies ?

educational and vocatienal .plans ? 11l
The following

ples suggest ways in which evaluative

exam

questions could be answered.
Has there been growth in the total guidance program? ·
a.

There should be an increase in the types or
guidance services offered.

b.

There should be greater staff participation

in

the guidance activities or the school.
c.

There should be additional student use of the
. guidance services .

d.

There should be extended community int�rest in
and support or the guidance services .

e.

There should be increased use of community· referral
agencies.

r.

'lh.!9re should be more guidance surveys - and /or research
studies conducted.

g.

There should be an increase in the nUP.lber of pupils
identified who need special help.

h.

There should be an expansion in the amount or data
collected about pupils.

i.

There should be increased teacher use of guidance
skills and techniques 1n the classroom.

lHamrin , !.2£• . ill_ . t p. 48 .
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Have individual faculty members assumed responsibility for
their own growth?
There should be an increas e in the number of

a.

staff members taking formal courses in guidance .
There should be augmented staff participation

b.

in guidance activities .
c.

There should be more staff members actively
.

.

participating in professional organizations .
d.

There should be an increased nmnber of teachers
conducting educational research in the classroom.

e.

There should be a greater number of staff members
reading and sharing up-to-date educational
materials.

f.
:1••« .

g.

There should b e heightened staff participation
.

'"in".;fa9ulty meetings .
Th.ere should be an increase in the number of
teachers sharing classroom teaching experiences
With others through professional writing .

h.

There should be greater participation of staff
'

members in community affairs .
i•·

There should be intensified staff participation

in in-service training activities .
Is there s qme evidence that the students are · making wise
educational and voc�ti�nal plans ?
a.

There should be adequate opportunities for students
to

obt�µi

educational and occupational . information .

47

There should be opportunities f'or students to take

b.

personality , interest ,
a-_..

'l'her& · ·$Aeu'.td:::bQ

an

and

aptitude . te���'.,

oppartunity

f' or

each student

to

taik individually with the counselor .
There should

d.

be

a better understanding of test

results by students •
.e•

·

There should be

an

increase in the number of students

making long range pl.ans f'or education or vocation.
f' ;

There should be a better understanding by the student
of job expectations in relation to his ability,
interest � and achievement .

g.

There should be evidence of' good judgment · by students
in

h.

planning f'or

There should be

an

occupation.

f'ev er

curriculum changes by students

as they select more realistic programs .
i�

There should be some indication by students that
the guidaD.ce services have helped them With
educational and vocational planning .

SUMMARY
This paper has sought to bring together some basic back
grounds of in-service training f or guidance purposes • .

Some

activities presented. which would be appropriate for in-service
training programs were :

anecdotal rep9ntsf'.' testing , pupil referral ,

cumulative records • case conferences , apprenticeship , handbooks

1

or manuals , bulletins � educ ational research � professional libraries ,
faculty meetings , guidance committees , leaves of absence , professional
organizations , · workshops , and college or university training.
' Before any degree of program d evelopment can be ac complished
staff members must recognize the need for training in guidance
processes.

A comprehensive in-service guidance training program

requires democratic leadership and the teamwork of the entire ' school
faculty.

Atty effective program must fit the local situation.

After

an in-service training program is underway; continuous evaluation
of the growth of the school , the staff members , and the pupils should
be a prime factor considered.

Each staff member through a good

in-service training program , shoul d develop a sound guidance
philosophy; become more adept at guidance practices ; contribute to
the functioning of the school guidance services ; and d evelop a better
understanding of the students with which he works .

The teacher must

strive to provide an optimum learning situation for all pupils.
When teachers become aware of guidance processes and their
implications for use in the clas sroom and make progress in using

guidance skills . then the educational , program of the school should
be strengthened .

It seems imperative that more schools shouil'.d , in

the near future � incorporate guidance tr aining programs for their
staff members so that the development of the total school program

will meet more realistically the needs of the pupils and or the
society of. which they are a

part.

APPENDIXES -

l
A HYPOTHETICAL FACULTY MEEmG PLAN
FOR
Background :

AN ELEMENTARY

SCHOO;L

There are thirty-three in.embers of the faculty.

The

principal and !our teachers in e ach grade level from one through eight .
"

.

Early in. the spring of the previous year, eight teach ers , one from each
_
grade level , were chosen by the facUlty group to work with the principal
to plan the faculty meeting program for the coming year.

The topic

for study , n cumulative records , " was de c ided upon by the complete
faculty group.

Faculty members serve as chairmen during all meetings .

For all group meetings leaders from the faculty are dete:rmine.d ahead
of time.

All t eachers are given a copy of the proposed faculty meeting

schedule at the beginning of the school year so that they may prepare
ah�ad of time for the meetings .

Mimeographed minutes are prep�red

aft er all meetings and distributed to all faculty members .
refreshments are served at all faculty meetings .
is rotated among grade level groups .

Light

This responsibility

Faculty meetings are held on

the second Wednesday of each month from 2 : 00 until 3 : 30 P.M �

Meetings

are held from September through May.
The following program for the year was planne d :
September

- 2 : 00-2 :45

Lecture by H . S . counselor,

Why

"

October -

Cumulative Records are Important . "

2 :45-3 : 30

Discussion and questioning period.

2 : 00-3 : 00

Grade level meetings .

Discuss ions .

11 How are we using the cumulative records ? 11
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3 : 00-3 : 30

Complete faculty group .

Discus sion.

11 In what ways can we improve the use
of cumulative records ? 11
November

-

2 : 00-3 : 30

Grade level meetings .

Discussions .

" The tools and techniques for studying
individual pupils . 11
" What tools and techniques are
appropriate for each grade level ? "
December

-

2 : 30-3 : 00

Demonstration by staff member.
11 Using sociometric devic es in the
classroom. 11

January

-

3 : 00-3 : 30

Question and answer period.

2 : 00-3 : 00

Panel discussion by faculty members .
11 How should in!onn.ation be recorded in
the cumulative record? "
11 How are we now recording and entering
information? "

" In what ways can we improve our
recording system? 11

February

-

3 : 00-3 : 30

Question and answer period.

2 : 00-3 : 00

Talk by H . S . counselor on the achievement
testing program.
11 How the tests are to be giv� . 11
11What are the purpo ses of the tests ? "
11 How the tests will help the teacher . 11
" The relationship of testing to the
cumulative record program. 11
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March -

3 : 00..3 : 30

Question and answer period.

2 : 00..3 : 00

Three faculty round table discuss i�ns.

\.

11 S creening and summarizing information ·

in the cumulative recorda . 11
Complete group to share and discuss

3 : 00-3 : 30

main itemsi:'-brought out in the round
table discus sions .
April ..

2 : 00-3 : 00

Talk by H . s. counselor about the
results of the achievement testing
·

program .
"How to record the results in the
cumulative record. 11
"How the results can be used in
classroom work. 11

May -

3 : 00-3 : 30

Question and . answer period.

2 : 00-2 : 4.5

Six group meetings .

The individual

teacher will go to one meeting which
is of special interest to him.
Topics :

1.

Housing the cumulative records .

2.

Teacher ethics in using
cumulative record inf onpation .

3.

Transferring information wh en
a child moves.

4.

Filing information in the school
when a child leaves .

5.

Increasing staff use of the
information in the cUfuulative
record.

6.

Understanding pupils through
the use of cumulative records .

May -

2:45-3 : 3 0

Group evaluation of the faculty meeting
program for the year.

Items to be

placed on the individual teacher evaluation
sheet are to be determined by the faculty
group .

A dec ision is to be made on the

area which will be studied in the faculty
meeting for next year.

A faculty

committee to work with the princ ipal
is to be chosen .
The original faculty planning committee met after each monthly
meeting and evaluated the meeting .
incorporated as the year progres sed.
I

Suggested improvements were
Final evaluation by this

commit tee after all individual t eacher evaluation sheets were
completed was made .

Suggestions for next year were given .

All meeting preparations including grouping were compl eted
well ahead of time .

II
A HYPOTHETICAL PLAN FOR A THREE DAY MID...TERM COUNTY-WIDE
GUIDANCE WORKSHOP FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
Backgroupd :

The county has four high schools with a teaching

staff of approximately one-hundred.

Each high school has one

In the faJ.l , the superintendent of

principal and one counselor.

school s ; the four counselors ; county nurse; one librarian ; and two
teachers , from each school , served on a committee to plan the
mid-term guidance workshop .

A c onsultant in Guidanc e from a.

nearby university has been brought in by the school board to help

with planning this program.

This consultant will be available to

help teacher-leaders in the study groups and to as sist in evaluating
the program.

The main topic s in the workshop will be covered in

the following study groups :

1.

Using achievement test results .

2.

Effective use o f

).

Conducting parent-teacher conferences .

4•

.

I.Qo scores.

Individual case conferences.

5.

Utilizing cumulative record information.

6.

Writing anecdotal reports .

?.

Sociometric devices for clas sroom us e.

a.

The value of student autobiographies .

9.

Teacher-made tests.

10.

Role-playing in the clas sroom.

· Teachers have been c9ntacted to s erve as chairmen for the study
groups and discussion groups .

Teachers are free to choose study

. groups in which they are interested.
The workshop schedule :
First Day.

by

9 : 00-9 : 05

Opening of the workshop

9 : 05-9 : 15

A short talk will be given by one of the

the superintEm.dent.

teachers who served on the planning committee
telling the purposes of .the workshop and how
the workshop has been set up .

9 : 15-10 :10 Panel discussion

by

the school counselors , the

superintendent , and the school principals .
"Th� present guidance program 1n the high
school . "

1 0 : 10-10 : 20 Break
10 : 20...10 : 45 Film.

11Couns eling - Its Tools and Techniques . "

22 minutes , Vocational Guidance Films , 1948 .

Thia

f ilm shows a trained class counselor

working �th a junior boy who is about to
.
quit school .

10 : 45-ll : )O Divide into groups of ten , which have already
been de�erm.ined, to discuss the film.

The

following questions are to . be discussed:

1.

"How did Mr. Jenld.JlS help Bob talk about
his problems ?

f,

2.

Where do you think Mr. Jenkins was most
effective ?

).

Where do. you think he was least effective ?
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4.

What would you have done diff erently?

5.

How did Mr. Jenkins proj ect himself into
Bob ' s l ife?

6.

How do you think Mr. Jenkins would define'
his responsibilities in the counseling
1
situation? "

Second Day.

1 : 00-2 : 10

Study groups .

2 : 10-2 : 2 0

Break .

2 : 20-3 : 30

Study groups .

9 : 00-10 : 10 Repres entatives from s everal community resource
agencies are to give short talks on their

.

agencies .

1 0 : 10-10 : 20 Break.
10 : 20-11 : 3 0 Panel discussion by the four school counselors o
" The process of referral . 11
Question and answer period.

Third Day .

1 : 00-2 : 10

Study groups .

2 : 10-2 : 20

Break.

2 : 20-3 : 3 0

Study groups .

9 : 00-9 : 15

Film .

14

"Maintaining Classroom Discipline . "

minutes .

McGraw-Hill , New York , 1947 .

This film presents some of the fundamental
issues involved in a teacher ' s maintaining a
good learning atmosphere .

9 : 15-10 :10 Divide into the ten discussion groups as

l Ohls en , !.2.£. ill· , P •

259 .
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previously set up .

The following questions are

to be discussed. on the film s

1.

11How did you feel about what the teacher
did?

2.

What would you have done dif'ferently ?

Wby? 11

The remainder or �e time . will . be spent
discussing discipline in the classroom.

lO dO.J.0 : 2 0 Break.
10 : 20-11 : 30 Study groups .
1 : 00-2 : 10

Study groups .

2 : 10-2 : 20

Break.

2 : 20-3 : 00

Evaluation.

Divide into the ten discussion

groups and each group will evaluate the
three day workshop .

3 : 00-3 : 3 0

Evaluation .

One member of each discussion

group will present the ideas or his group
to the c omplete faculty wor�hop.
Closing of the workshop.
Evaluation :

The planning committee for the workshop met each

day at 3 : 30 to discuss the activities of the program.

Improvement

suggestions were incorporated as the workshop progressed.

Arter the

third day , this committee met for a final evaluation of the program
and wrote a report or the workshop with an evaluation to be presented
to each school participating .

1n other workshops were made .

Suggestions which might be incorporated

l
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